Inspection form - PPE

ROPE

Name of inspector : ……………………………………………

Model…………………………………………. Serial Number………………………

Verification :
Year of fabrication :

Date of 1st use:

Purchase date

Criteria : No further use
- The product has held a fall with fall factor 1
- The product has been in contact with chemicals
- The product was exposed to UV-rays for an extended period
- The product was used intensively for more than 3 months, normal use for 2-3 years, used occasionally 4-5 years.
- The product is older than 10 years (5 years storage + used for 5 years)
- The product was exposed to temperatures higher than 80 °C .

Inspection of the safety devices :
- Condition of the coat (rips, wear and tears, bulges), burns, lanes of chemical elements
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- feeling controls of the coat core (hard places, soft places, sharp corners)
- Condition of the end seams (torn, loose, worn threads).
- Condition of the knots (form, wear and tear)

- Control of the length
- Condition of the identification of the rope type
Inspection of the comfort devices :
- Condition of the protection elements (end seams, protection of the knots)
C : Remarks(below) / B : Good / AS : Review / AR : Repair / R : No further use
INSPECTION OF RESISTANCE
Only the pull tests according to the norms of EN 1891 and EN 892 permit to determine the resistance degree of the rope.
From this one can derive information about the condition of the other stored ropes of the same state (same or near serial number,
same use)

REMARKS
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

RESULT :(cross where appropriate)

Further use PERMITTED

Date of control :

Further use NOT PERMITTED

Date of next control :

Name and signature of the inspector :
Name :…………………………………………………Signature :

